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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS #NowTheFunBegins!

Make sure you have
ALL your bits & pieces!

SURFACE PREP
In order for your decal to stick you need to have 

a clean, dry surface. So grab yourself a dry 
cloth and give the wall a quick wipe down 

before you begin.

If you have recently painted you will need to 
wait 2 weeks in winter and 1 week in summer 

for the paint to fully cure. 
In winter, warm the room up a bit or even the 
wall surface, the glue needs heat to activate. 

Extreme cold could cause the decal or the 
bigger pieces to fall off the wall. 

THE DUMMY RUN
Before you apply your decal  you need to 

position the graphic on the wall using masking 
tape so you can 

check you are happy with the position. 
Your next move is going to be the final one!!

NO SECOND CHANCES!

AT THIS POINT YOU MIGHT WANT TO TAKE A SPIRIT LEVEL OR MEASURING TAPE TO MAKE ABSOLUTELY SURE IT IS STRAIGHT OR LEVEL.

OOOOH! 
We nearly forgot this important part...
You have 3 layers to your decal.
 
1 - Paper backing, to be recycled! 
2 - Vinyl sticker, the actual bit you paid for! 
3 - Clear app tape, plastic sticky bit, 
      your  little helper! 
TBRC - to be recycled!

MMMMMH!! Looking a tad crinkly?
Not to worry, this is just the backing 

paper you’re about to recycle!!!
Grab that credit card, give it a 

good hard rub! 
Picture side up!

Unwrap the protective 
cardboard and your decal will 
be tightly wrapped around the 

OUTSIDE of the cardboard tube to
keep it SAFE!

Included is a colour picture 
of your unique colour choices!

APPLICATION 

EQUIPMENT

Tree & branch 
designs will have an 

extra rectangle 
piece, this is incase 

you would like to 
make your trunk or 
branch higher or 

longer. This will need 
to be cut/trimmed 

and shaped to fit the 
end of your design. 

WONDERING WHAT EXTRA BITS 
ARE FOR?

A,B,C etc  will be where you will 
need to join (Please make sure 
when joining you overlap the 

vinyl by at least 2mm)
1,2,3 etc is the order of the design, 
eg, the forest will be tree 1 tree 2 

etc. 

THE MAGIC TRICK
Now that you have found where you want your decal 

to go cut the masking tape along the end of decal with 
your craft knife.  This way you are leaving a marking 
on the wall so you know where you wanted it to go. 

You’ll see what I mean just now! 
Put it upside down on a smooth, flat surface,

picture facing down. 

YOUR PACKAGE HAS ARRIVED 

OR YOU HAVE COLLECTED IT!

THE PRESS
Using a squeegee or a hardish plastic object 

such as a credit card(or any other card), press 
the decal all over using strokes in one 

direction. 
This ensures the vinyl is fully adhered to the 

top clear application tape. 

THE PEEL
Placing your decal design side down, start peeling 
away the white backing paper ensuring that your 

design is stuck to the clear application tape.
BE PATIENT!! 

If there are bits stuck to the paper backing just press 
back gently onto the clear app tape. Once the white 

backing paper is off place your decal against the wall. 
Make sure your masking tape markers are lining up. 
Using your squeegee, press the decal all over using 

strokes in one direction again. 

THE STICK 
Now the graphic is on the wall, carefully peel off the application tape from one of the corners sliding it back across the 

wall revealing the vinyl graphic. If your vinyl sticks to the clear app tape, just push it back on the wall as below and 
keep going!

Bubbling may occur after the 
graphic is on the wall but all you 
need to do is pop them with a 
pin and smooth the area with 
your finger. Same applies to 

small creases!

THE BIG REVEAL
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